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Malick Sidibé, Anniversaire bébé (Baby’s birthday), 
(detail), 1937. Contact prints mounted on card stock. 

In “Malick Sidibé,” Loeb Art Center, NY

Marcel Duchamp, Nude Descending a Staircase (No. 2), 1912. 
Oil on canvas.  In “The Armory Show at 100,” 

New-York Historical Society, NY
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the ads for the show with the title “Shunga: Sex and Pleasure in 
Japanese Art.” Posters might also have joyously cried “Sold Out!”  
which was just the point. The museum, grasping the significance of this 
new tack, created shunga merchandise such as Kabuki hand cream and 
green-tea lip gloss.
 Director Hardivilier at the d’Orsay summarized: “Our aim is not to 
provoke, to be militant, or to create a scandal. We have to look for people 
in different ways, and we started with ‘Masculin/Masculin.’ It’s an exhibit 
that is risky.”

 “Masculin/Mas-
culin” will be on view 
through January. See 
the video on the Musée 
d’Orsay website—a 
stunning sample of the 
show, with live actors 
replicating the poses in 
the original paintings.

Musée d’Orsay 

 The Musée d’Orsay 
opened to the public on 
December 9, 1986, to 
show the great diver-
sity of artistic creation 
in the Western world 
between 1848 and 
1914. Sited opposite 
the Musée du Louvre 
on the banks of the 
Seine in a landmark 
1900 train station – the 
former Gare d’Orsay –
it was formed to 
regroup the national 
collections of France in 
painting, sculpture, the 
graphic arts and deco-
rative arts. Its hold-
ings of painting and 
sculpture – the great-
est repository of late 
19th-century French 
art in the world– came 
together from three 
establishments: the 
Louvre, for the works 
of artists born after 
1820 or coming to 
the fore during the 
Second Republic; the 
beloved Musée du Jeu 
de Paume, which since 
1947 had been devoted 
to Impressionism and 
post-Impressionism; 
and from the National 

Museum of Modern Art, for works of artists born before 1870. Since its 
inauguration more than 25 years ago, the Musée d’Orsay has been home to 
many of the most celebrated paintings of Courbet, Millet, Manet, Degas, 
Monet, Renoir, Cézanne, Gauguin, and Van Gogh. With an active program 
of temporary exhibitions, and with wide-ranging galleries housing some of 
the world’s most familiar masterpieces, the museum welcomes more than 
3.5 million visitors every year.  ❒

 In October, writer Doreen Carvajal of The New York Times reported 
under the title seen above (who can think of a better one?) on the current 
exhibitions on view in Paris. The “hottest ticket,” she reports, is an exhi-
bition that presents viewers with images of 1) a nude man on a morgue 
slab and 2) the rapper Eminem, buck naked and brandishing a firecracker 
in front of his crotch, staring down from the walls of the Musée d’Orsay.
 Titled “Masculin/Masculin: The Nude Man in Art from 1800 to the 
Present Day,” the exhibition expanded to the métro in life-sized posters 
promoting the show: Mercury, scantily clad with only his wing-tipped 
helmet to protect 
him from the curious 
stares of art lov-
ers, and Paris the 
shepherd, also in the 
altogether but fes-
tooned with an art-
fully placed golden 
ribbon.
 And the crowds 
came, tripling the 
number that showed 
up for a show that 
took place at the 
same time a year 
earlier.
 Reviews were 
mixed. Despite 
the appearance of 
artworks by the likes 
of Picasso, Munch, 
Hockney, Warhol, 
and Mapplethorpe, 
comments ranged 
from “a confused 
show devoid of any 
historical reflection” 
in Le Monde, to the 
“hottest event” of 
autumn in Marie 
Claire, a women’s 
beauty magazine.
 “Taking it off” 
seemed to be a com-
mon theme among 
other European 
museums attempting 
to gather in a new 
population of enthu-
siasts: the younger 
generation, and 
those who are more 
likely to read the 
Marie Claire than Le 
Monde. The Musée 
Jacquemart-André, 
par example, attract-
ed métro riders with 
posters of female 
nudes, one labeled “desire,” and caught the attention of moviegoers with 
video trailers of voluptuous, 19th-century women—all in support of an 
exhibition of British paintings, “Desire and Pleasure in Victorian Times.”  
 In London, the British Museum staged a “first”: an exhibition of once-
banned 17th-century Japanese erotic woodblock prints showing unheard 
of couplings and unmentionable acts. “Parental guidance advised” say 

With Money Tight, Museums Take it OffWith Money Tight, Museums Take it Off

Pierre et Gilles, Mercury, 2001.  
Painted photograph. In “Masculin/Masculin, ” Musee d’Orsay, Paris
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Claude Monet, The Japanese Footbridge and the Water Lily Pool, Giverny, 
1899. Oil on canvas. On view at Philadelphia Museum of Art, PA

Observing 
 Three paintings including Monet’s The Japanese Footbridge are on dis-
play. Everyone looks, except one crime scene police officer. Eyes closed, 
he listens to the details of the painting: “Rust-colored water, falling foli-
age, a weeping willow-type tree,” Then, eyes open, he chooses the right 
painting from among the three, which are all similar. “The rust-color water 
was the giveaway,” says the veteran investigator.
 Some 40 officers are reviewing slide after slide ranging from Impres-
sionist to Modern. One thing becomes clear: No two people see the same 
thing in the same way. “What you see is not always what is,” says a  
veteran on the force.
 Says Herman, “I am using art as a vehicle for them to step away from 
their police duties and rethink how we see and perceive and communicate. 
I am trying to get them to clean the lenses through which they see their 
jobs.”
 Another slide shows a fat man in shorts sleeping next to his suitcases. 
Students tossed out scenarios: The man had been evicted, or was sleep-
ing off a drunk in the hallway. In fact, the man was a lifelike sculpture 
installed in an Orlando airport.
 Herman: “You can have the best observational and perception skills in 
the world, and sometimes you’re just going to be dead wrong. You need to 
accept it, learn from it, and move on.” 
 Good advice in any profession.   ❒ 

 As presenters at a lecture series held at the 
Katonah Museum of Art (NY), FBI Special 
Agent Elizabeth J. Hemenway and art historian 
Amy Herman, also a NYC police consultant, 
discussed the deductive art of observation and 
how art-based observational techniques help 
solve crimes. “Forensics of Face” was the 
first of the two-part series titled “Two Faced,” 
presenting conversations with art and science 
experts in the fields of forensics, art history, 
neuroscience, and the creation of art. Part two, 
“The Artist and the Brain,” featuring a neuro-
science scholar and an artist, was held  
in December.
 The lecturers adhere to certain basic truths: 
“Astute observation is critical to professional 
success. The ability to observe is grounded in 
the perception of visual information and the 
effective articulation of what the eye sees and 
what the brain interprets. Learning to recon-
sider how we perceive the world around us 
renews the critical nexus between the eye and 
the mind.”
 The lectures are drawn from a proprietary 
training seminar—The Art of Perception ®—
that “teaches professionals how to enhance 
their observation and communication skills. 
The program’s dual objectives are achieved by 
removing participants from their daily work 
environment and developing and improving 
observational skills that are relevant to their 
specific professions. Participants analyze 
works of art in a museum setting and present 
their observations to their colleagues, thereby 
improving their individual and collective  
abilities to discern the distinctions between 
perception and inference. As a result of this 
process they learn to analyze expand upon, and 
reconsider the skills necessary to perform their 
professional responsibilities.” 

Art, Observation, and the PoliceArt, Observation, and the Police

“EYE to I; 3,000 Years of Portraits,” Publicity poster. Katonah Museum of Art, NY. 
(To reference images, go to: http://www.eyetoi.org)
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diate friends and colleagues,” writes curator, editor, writer, and friend 
of the couple Christopher Wagstaff. “Jess’s collages and drawings were 
often published to accompany Duncan’s writing, acting as springboard 
or counterpoints for specific poems and essays. Duncan’s poems and 
ideas in turn permeated the complex imagery of Jess’s sensitive, allusive 
works.”
[Information from the Grey Art Gallery, NY]

Robert Indiana (b. 1928)

 Born Robert Clark, Robert Indiana took his name from the state 
in which he grew up. In 1959, he moved into a studio on the historic 
downtown New York City waterfront, where he discovered 19th-century 
commercial stencils that became the basis of his distinct hand edge, 
sign-based visual language. He believed his credibility in the art world 
challenged because 
of the popular-
ity of his LOVE 
design, which was 
reproduced by 
the Museum of 
Modern Art (NY) 
for a Christmas 
card in 1965, and 
subsequently on 
stamps, posters, 
and more, without 
his permission. As 
a result, Indiana 
removed himself 
from his fame-
plagued city life in 
1976 and moved to 
a small island off 
the central coast of 
Maine, where he 
still lives today.
 Indiana’s ico-
nography–bold 
geometric shapes, words, numbers, and names of people and places–
held special meaning to him. Often the words have autobiographical 
significance; some are drawn from American poetry and literature. 
He also found inspiration in an earlier generation of artists, including 
Charles Demuth, whose I Saw the Figure Five in Gold (1928) served as 
the model for Indiana’s painting The Figure 5.
 Some works reveal political sensitivity. In 1965, for example, he refer-
ences the killings of three civil rights workers in Mississippi. Some of 
his paintings include numbers he deemed significant: 666 (USA 666) for 
example, pays homage to his father’s birth date (June) and the company 
for whom he worked for 12 years, Phillips 66. The words EAT and DIE 
also appear in US 666 and reappear in other of his works. The original 
painting LOVE, painted in black and white in 1968, was dedicated to the 

memory of Martin Luther King, Jr., who was 
assassinated that same year.
[Information from the Currier Museum of Art, 
NH]   ❒

Marc Chagall (1887-1985)

 Escaping the hardships of Soviet life following the Revolution, Chagall 
moved to Paris with his wife Bella and daughter Ida. It was during this 
period that he assimilated the French artistic tradition, creating a series 

of portrait-like, vibrant 
flower paintings. His exile 
from Russia also inspired 
work based on memories 
of his childhood and of the 
Bolshevik Revolution.
     Like many Eastern 
European Jews who had 
fled to France, Chagall’s 
world was threatened by the 
rise of Nazism. In 1941, an 
invitation from Alfred Barr 
of the Museum of Modern 
Art made it possible for the 
small family to escape to 
New York City–a second 
exile. Themes of violence 
and disruption came to char-
acterize his work.
     Jesus and the Crucifixion 
became the most prevalent 

images in his work during World War II. Jesus was often depicted as a 
Jew. Crucified, he was a symbol for victims of persecution; the martyr-
dom of Jesus was equated with the suffering of the Jewish people.
 Chagall never settled comfortably into life in New York. He felt discon-
nected from the places he understood best—Russia and Paris. To add 
tragedy to alienation, he lost his beloved Bella in September 1944.
 Moving on, Chagall developed a new relationship with Virginia Hag-
gard McNeil. Together they moved to High Falls, NY, in the mid-Hudson 
valley. After this, his work expressed the tension that he felt between the 
memory of Bella and the new presence of Virginia. But the sadness faded, 
the horrors of war receded, and he began a time when his work expressed 
joy and effervescence with intense colors and levitating figures.
 Chagall’s oeuvre draws on elements from folk art motifs, the Russian 
Christian icon tradition, Cubism, and Surrealism. In addition, his work 
is infused with a deep response to the suffering of war and to his own 
personal losses.
[Information supplied by the Jewish Museum, NY]

Artistic Couple: Jess (1923-2004)  

and Robert Duncan (1919-1988)

 Artist Jess (Burgess F. Collins) and poet Robert Duncan met in San 
Francisco in 1950, created a domestic life together, gathered a coterie of 
artists about them, and created an array of fascinating artworks and writ-
ings. At their Victorian house in the Mission District and their cottage at 
nearby Stinson Beach, they established domestic spaces 
that fostered creativity and inspired a generation of Bay 
Area artists and poets. They filled the four floors of their 
rambling home with libraries–Oz books and fairy-tale 
editions in the bedroom, French literature and a modernist 
collection upstairs. All the remaining walls were covered 
with artwork by friends. 
 “Their Victorian home embodied an artistic philoso-
phy shaped by two complementary sensibilities bent on 
revitalizing and re-inhabiting culture at large. The alterna-
tive aesthetic that Duncan and Jess espoused, and their 
symbiotic relationship and the cultural view it generated, 
are evidenced through their work and that of their imme-

A Few Good Men….A Few Good Men….

Top: Marc Chagall, Self-Portrait with Clock, 1947. Oil on canvas. 
In “Chagall: Love, War, and Exile,” The Jewish Museum, NY

Center: Robert Indiana, 1962 Yield Brother, 1971. Screenprint, 
In “Signs from the Sixties,” Currier Museum of Art, NH

 
Left: Jess, The Enamord Mage, Translation #6, 1965. 

In “An Opening of the Field,” Grey Art Gallery, NY
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Performa 13 Takes 
Over NYC
 Performa, appearing once every two years, 
is dedicated to commissioning, presenting, and 
exploring new visual art performance across 
disciplines. For three weeks in November 2013, 
Performa 13 and a consortium of arts organiza-
tions banded together to transform New York City 
into a city of unparalled performances. 
 More than 100 separate events presented at 
over 40 venues showcased new work in an in-
novative program, breaking down the boundaries 
between visual art, music, dance, poetry, fashion, 
architecture, graphic design, and the culinary arts. 
The program is presented in collaboration with a 
consortium of more than 50 arts institutions and 
over 50 curators.
 Founded in 2004, Performa is dedicated to 
exploring the critical role of live performance in 
the history of 20th-century art and to encouraging 
new directions in performance for the com-
ing century. Its first performance biennial was 
launched in 2005; it has taken front stage every 
two years since.
 The theme for 2013 was Surrealism, address-
ing its legacy of liberation, poetry, “the marvel-

ous,” and artists’ engagement with politics. Central 
to this biennial was the crucial role that artists play 

to envision new kinds of citizenship for the 21st-century by nurturing and 
championing new ways to live together. 
 The long history of performance began with a woman named RoseLee 
Goldberg, whose goal it was to breathe new life into old dialogues. A 
writer for The Art Newspaper reported on his research of performance art: 
“As early as the Renaissance, artists were organizing elaborate pageants. In 
1490, Leonardo da Vinci directed an event at the court of Ludovico Sforza, 
then the Duke of Milan, featuring performers dressed as planets. Forty-five 
years later, the Mannerist painter Polidoro da Caravaggio planned a parade 

through Messina for 
Emperor Charles V.  
In 1794, at the height  
of the French Revo-
lution, Maximilien 
Robespierre proposed a 
new religion to supplant 
Catholicism. The Cult 
of the Supreme Being 
was inaugurated with a 
grand festival arranged 
by Jacques-Louis  
David at the Champs 
de Mars.” ❒

 The 5Pointz building complex in 
Long Island City (NY), which over time 
has become a sprawling brick canvas for 
graffiti artists and which has been re-
vered by its admirers as a “sacred site,” 
was slated by its owner for demolition 
to make way for a $400 million luxury 
apartment development. But a legal 
battle between the owner of 5Pointz and 
a group of 17 artists whose work would 
be destroyed along with the building 
ensued. Saving the artwork, they said, 
could change the public mind-set about 
street art, both legally and morally.
 For the first time, a case dealing with 
the preservation of authorized graffiti 
reached a U.S. court. The contending 
artists held that their murals, painted 
with the permission of the owner since 
1993, were protected under the 1990 Vi-
sual Artists Rights Act (Vara) and should 
not be destroyed with the building. Ac-
cording to a section of Vara, artists have 
the right to prevent “the destruction of a 
work that is incorporated into a build-
ing.” Lawyers for the group said that 
most of the murals had been in place for 
more than a decade, making them, by 
definition, permanent. According to one 
of their legal representatives, “We really 
have to look at 5Pointz like a museum 
made up of 80% permanent collection and 20% revolving.”
 The owner on the other hand said that the paintings did not qualify for 
preservation because they were “temporary” and “were never intended to 
be preserved for posterity.” In further opposition to the 5Pointz group, other 
artists contended that most street and/or graffiti artists are accustomed to 
seeing their work painted over or demolished to make way for other proj-
ects. If the 5Pointz group were to win, they said, “it could make it difficult 
for others to get permission to paint walls without very tight contracts.” 
 The developer claimed that the paintings were always “transient” and 
that he would suffer irreparable damage if they were found to have 
“artistic merit” and therefore must be protected. The artists, through 
their lawyers, claimed that “Graffiti does not typically have the same 
cachet as an Old Master painting, but that doesn’t mean it doesn’t have 
significant artistic merit, particularly in urban areas.”
 The case was yet to be decided when suddenly, early one morn-
ing, passers-by found an all-white building. The paintings had been 
whitewashed in the dead of the night, leaving nothing. Fans went into 
mourning. Commuters whose journey to work took them past the graf-
fiti display couldn’t believe what they saw. Curators and managers of 
the wall paintings accused the owner of purposely ruining the art to 
sabotage their efforts to realize landmark status for the building. “This 
is artistic murder,” said an organizer of the movement to save 5Pointz.
 The owner defended his action: “I know it seems like a bitter pill to 
take, but it’s medicine. All I did was the right thing.” He continued his 
defense by holding that it would be easier for critics to swallow the 
“medicine” in one dose than to spread out the pain over time.  
“The judge gave me the right to demolish my building. It would take 
three months. To watch the pieces go down piece by piece would be 
torture….So let me just go in and paint it in one morning, and it’s  
over with.” It wasn’t easy, he said. “I had tears in my eyes while I was 
doing it. In my new building, I’ll have walls for them to express their 
aerosol art.”
 A New York newspaper reported the next day that graffiti artists had 
returned to the site and put their tags back onto the whitewashed walls. 
Three were arrested. The judge, while admiring the artwork, denied an 
injunction to halt demolition.
 The story hasn’t ended.   ❒

Stephanie Leitch, Untitled Apogee, 
(detail) 2013. 
Site-specific installation. 
In “Stephanie Leitch: Untitled 
Apogee” Utah Museum of 
Contemporary Art, UT

Street Art Controversy Whitewashed

Ruben Trejo, Cruciform #94 (In Honor of My Mother), 1995. 
Welded steel, wire, found objects. In “What is Art?” Jundt Art Museum, WA
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 Are there too many of them? Are they too diverse? Too commercial? 
Too far removed from the real art world? Too expensive? Too obsequi-
ous to the billionaire/millionaire potential buyers?
 Julian Stallabrass, professor at the Courtauld Institute of Art in Lon-
don writes for The Art Newspaper: “Over the past decade, art fairs have 
assumed a vast and novel importance in the art world. It is telling that 
these pop-up malls should have acquired such significance: it points to 
the way that investment in art (as a hedge in the material goods that may 
produce a return when stock markets remain rocky and interest rates flat) 
has become mostly a decision of rational calculation.”
 To Stallabrass, the transport of cumbersome art objects as well as 
collectors, artists, dealers, and curators who follow them about from 
one part of the world to another is environmentally damaging. “Some of 
the plumes of exhaust and smoke that humanity emits could warm the 
shivering, feed the hungry, and make things that sustain body and mind. 
But what you see before you at an art fair takes the Kantian command 
to be useless and makes of it the sign of conspicuous consumption: look 
at my money! The more art is useful (for investment, tax scams, money 
laundering, and entry to the elite) the more it parades its principled use-
lessness. Fairs are the result of steadily growing inequality that has fed 
the art market, while driving down the incomes of ever-larger portions of 
the population.”
 Not happy (to say the least) with the wealthy—Stallabrass declares 
that 0.1% of the population “is composed of crooks, swindlers, tax-
evaders, and the architects of banking scandals. Old money rests on the 
foundations built by slavery, drug dealing, and myriad exploitations 
of the environment and people; the new money, very often, on corrupt 
privatizations, sweated labor, environmental despoliation, and collusion 
with the military-industrial-surveillance complex.”
 Go to a fair, he says. Look. “You may find it easier to put out of  
your mind the noise, filth, and blood on which this glitzy spectacle 
insouciantly rests.”

And on the Other Hand…
 The director of the Armory Show Noah Horowitz writes in opposi-
tion: “The staggering proliferation of fairs since the late 1990s has come 
to characterize the peripatetic, event driven thrust of today’s art market 
as no other….” Art market economist Clare McAndrew estimates that 
36% of sales made by dealers now occur at fairs. “Collectors, investors, 
advisers, curators, journalists, students, sponsors, brand consultants, so-
cialites, and curiosity seekers, meanwhile, populate each and every one, 
thrusting art fairs from their formerly marginal position as professional 
fora to lifestyle events par excellence.” 
 The rapid expansion, the speculation, the status-seeking no doubt all 
lend to cynical interpretations of excesses, expansions into other locales 
to stage the spectacular. However, says Horowitz, there remain reasons 
why fairs continue to thrive, and will do so for some time. First, the 
rapid growth of the of the art world has increased the need for fairs: 
international audiences and galleries can come to a single place to 
network, create quality programming and educational opportunities. The 
time-limits of fairs puts pressure on potential buyers, causing a boost in 
sales, impulse buying often taking hold. Fairs also offer visibility, often 
not available in gallery settings which have lately been plagued with 
infrequent personal visits. “Fairs are part of a vital continuum that helps 
string the art market ecosystem together.”
 Although strong gallery or museum presentations are preferable to the 
best of fair booths, nevertheless the best of fair booths are getting better 
with innovative presentations and formats, improving fair viewing of art 
incrementally.
 “The ability of fairs to introduce new galleries and artists to audiences 
and to supplement this with talks and public programming has enabled 
them to become legitimate educational platforms.”  ❒

Complaint Department: Are Art Fairs Fair??Complaint Department: Are Art Fairs Fair??

Yogini. first half of the 11th century, India. In “Yoga: The Art of Transformation,” Sackler Art Gallery, DC
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Sacred Visions: A Short History of Biblical 
Art in the 19th Century  
Sacred Visions: A Short History of Biblical 
Art in the 19th Century  

Léon-Joseph-Florentine Bonnat, Jacob Wrestling the Angel, 
1876. Pencil and black chalk on paper.
In “Sacred Visions,” Museum of Biblical Art, NY

[Taken from the Museum of Biblical Art’s 
descriptions of its current exhibition, “Nine-
teenth-Century Biblical Art from the Dahesh 
Museum Collection.]

 Although the 19th century is today best 
known for secular art, the Bible remained an 
important source of subject matter for artists, 
especially those trained in formal academies 
such as the École des Beaux-Art in Paris. Bib-
lical narratives were assigned to artists compet-
ing for the Prix de Rome, vital to an artist’s 
career. Those skills and knowledge gleaned 
from the competition insured commissions by 
the traditional patrons—state and church—as 
well as wealthy individuals. 
 As artists began to travel, they were drawn 
to the Holy Land, where archaeologists were 
exploring and documenting cities and peoples 
known from the bible. As the century pro-
gressed, artists sought to utilize their academic 
models to depict biblical narratives with new 
ideas about spirituality and realism.
 The 19th century represents 100 years  
of both continuity and change in artists’  
depictions of crucial episodes, figures, and  
locales from the Old and New Testaments: 
Neoclassism began the century through the 
first decades; the mid-century saw a high 
academic style take hold; finally, Realism pre-
dominated the late years of the century. French 
influence was felt by academically trained art-
ists from Denmark, Germany, Belgium, Italy, 
and Switzerland.

Training
 The bible served as source material in train-
ing young artists to explore the human form, 
while at the same time tackling complex, emo-

tional compositions. Drawing, 
especially of anatomy, was the 
foundation skill of any finished 
painting.

Bible and Academy
 The French Academy 
organized competitions for 
student painters and sculptors. 
The most prestigious was the 
Prix de Rome, a three-to-five-
year stipend to live and study 
in Rome at the Villa Medici. 
Between 1797 and 1863, a 
third of the assigned subjects 
for competition were drawn 
from the bible, especially 
Genesis and Exodus. Each year 
the prize winners were required 
to send back proof, an envoi, of 
their progress,

Selling the Sacred  
 Despite the French Revolu-
tion’s overthrow of the Catholic 
Church in 1798, the confisca-
tion or destruction of church 
property throughout France, 
and widespread anti-Catholic 
sentiment, the next century 
saw periods of rejuvenation of the church and 
a strong demand for art representing bibli-
cal subjects. Wealthy individuals commis-
sioned paintings of bible stories, and the state 
employed biblical iconography to express its 
power to the public. Publishers commissioned 
artists to produce biblical illustrations. In Paris, 
church attendance declined, but it continued to 
thrive in the countryside, providing artists with 

enthusiastic patrons.

Seeking Authenticity
 Throughout the 19th century, artists traveled 
to the Holy Land to see and to paint the places 
and the people. Some documented sites and 
monuments; others, like James Tissot, created 
an illustrated bible. Archaeological explora-
tions of the Middle East and North Africa 
produced artifacts from excavations of ancient 
biblical cities, and their documentation in 
prints, drawings, photographs, and illustrated 
travel accounts was an important source for 
artists who did not travel there.

Visions of the Virgin Mary
 In the decades following the 1830s, “Mar-
ian Apparitions” multiplied. As news of such 
events—Bernadette Soubirous’s vision at 
Lourdes (1858) for example—spread, a more 
humanized depiction of Mary appeared in art, 
often in a provincial setting.

Embodying the Spirit
 Industrialization came in the 19th century. 
Artists grew disenchanted with urban density, 
speed, cacophony, and poverty. They idealized 
the countryside and its peasants. Rural life and 
nature were believed to enrich the spirit. Jesus, 
the carpenter’s son, became a symbol of the 
laboring class. Humble sentimentality in repre-
sentations of bible stories was the keystone of 
late 19th-century paintings, and continued on 
through the 20th century and into the 21st. ❒

Aquamanile 
(Handwashing Vessel), 
Northern Germany, 
late 12th century 
with later inscription. 
Copper alloy: cast and 
engraved. 
In “Masterpieces 
& Curiosities,” 
Jewish Museum, NY
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Event Pavilion Wins Award
 The Chicago Athenaeum: Museum of Archi-
tecture and Design and the European Centre 
for Architecture Art Design and Urban Studies 
have selected the Michener Art Museum’s 
(PA) Edgar N. Putman Event Pavilion for the 
International Architecture Award for 2013.
 From hundreds of submissions, 60 new 
projects from 20 nations were selected for 
the year’s annual Global Awards Program 
for architecture. The Edgar N. Putman Event 
Pavilion (completed in 2012) was designed by 
Kieran Timberlake of Philadelphia.
 Among the distinguishing features of this 
all-glass structure that extends into the mu-
seum’s sculpture garden is the stunning view 
of 19th-century stone walls that enclosed what 
was once a jailhouse. In fact, the museum 
occupies the site of the former Bucks County 
Prison, built in 1884 and designed by Addison 
Hutton. Although much of the prison was  
torn down in 1986, remnants of the old stone 
building are incorporated into the museum, 
including three massive 23-foot tall fieldstone 
prison walls.

Native Blessings
 The Museum of Wisconsin Art held 
a traditional Native blessing ceremony in 
conjunction with its “Art Fall 2013: Savor,” 
the museum’s inaugural fall celebration, with 
tastes of local craft beers, wines, and ciders 
and a variety of Native American culinary 
delights. The non-religious blessing ceremony 
for a small group of staff members was held 
to seal, protect, clear and cleanse the new 
museum building, the surrounding land, and 
all people who enter. As visitors arrived, they 
were invited to make a prayer offering of 
tobacco into a wood fire outside the museum 
signifying each individual’s blessing of the 
building and the land.

The Final Years
 The New-York Historical Society has 
acquired a sketchbook of drawings and wa-
tercolors on 152 lined and paginated leaves 
by Maurice Brazil Prendergast (1858-1924) 
dating from the last years of his life. “This 
sketchbook offers keen insights into Pren-
dergast’s creative output during his final 
years and the intense graphomania that he 
demonstrated throughout his career,” said Dr. 
Roberta J.M. Olson, curator of drawings
 Twelve two-page-spread watercolors and 
four graphite and wax crayon drawings 
punctuate the graphite sketches. Further, there 
are scenes of the seaside, parks, and towns in 
Massachusetts populated by figures in endless 
variations.
 Having trained at the Académie Julian in 
Paris, and having traveled throughout Eu-
rope, Prendergast developed a modern style 
inspired by Post-Impressionists such as Bon-
nard and Vuillard. After returning to America 
to participate in the 1913 Armory Show, he 
spent the final years of his career between 
summers in New England and winters in New 
York.
 The sketchbook is on view in the Henry 
Luce III Center for the Study of American 
Culture. The watercolors are turned every 

three months. Visitors can see all 152 pages on 
a nearby digital monitor.

Morgan Digitizes
 The Morgan Library & Museum (NY) 
has begun digitizing its well known drawings 
collection, said to be one of the greatest in 
the world. The process will result in a digital 
library of more than 10,000 images—drawings 
spanning the 14th to 20th centuries—that will 
be available on the museum’s website (www.
themorgan.org). The undertaking began in 
October 2013 and is expected to be completed 
within one year.
 Images will be accessible in two formats, 
one for general identification and another 
for detailed study with enhanced resolution. 
Scholarly information about each drawing will 
be linked to a corresponding Morgan catalogue 
record. Included in the project will be 2,000 
images on versos of drawings that contain 
rarely seen sketches or inscriptions by the art-
ist. The digital library will be available on an 
open-access basis, and will be downloadable 
for non-commercial uses such as classroom 
presentations, dissertations, and educational 
websites devoted to the fine arts. 
 Future plans include digitization of the print 
collection, including its group of Rembrandt 
prints, as well as artist’ sketchbooks and ex-
panded scholarly catalogue records.
 The collection includes all the major 
European schools with particular strengths in 
Italian drawings (e.g. Raphael, Michelangelo, 
Carracci, Giambattista, and Tiepolo); French 
drawings especially 18th and 19th centuries; 
British drawings, many by William Blake; and 
Dutch, Flemish, and German drawings (e.g. 
Dürer, Rubens, Rembrandt, 
and Friedrich). It also in-
cludes a growing number of 
modern and contemporary 
works on paper as well  
as drawings by American 
artists.

Artist of the Year 
Named
 The Bruce Museum’s 
(CT) exhibition prepara-
tor Sean Murtha has been 
named the Connecticut 

Audubon Society 2013 Artist of the Year. 
An award-winning wildlife painter, Murtha 
was recognized for his realistic paintings of 
the birds and landscapes of the Long Island 
Sound. His works were on display at the Con-
necticut Audubon Society’s 2013 annual bird 
art show.

Campus Sculpture 
Marks Arts Grounds
 Patrick Dougherty, known for his site-spe-
cific twig and sapling sculptures, has created 
a larger-than-life work of art made from wo-
ven locally gathered saplings. The sculpture is 
to remain in place in front of the Ruth Caplin 
Theater on the university’s Arts Grounds for 
more than a year. Dougherty asked the assis-
tance of university and community volun-
teers on all aspects of the project: harvesting 
truckloads of saplings from an off-campus 
site, stripping their leaves and preparing them 
for weaving, communicating with the public 
about the work-in-progress, assisting with the 
weaving, and documenting the evolution of 
the project through blogs and social media.
 The sculpture celebrates the culmination of 
the first phase of the Arts Grounds construc-
tion and initiated the site as a home for works 
of art, a project that has been supported by 
various entities on the UVA campus including 
the Fralin Museum (NY).

Design Museum Expands
 Design Museum Boston (MA) announced 
the expansion of its programming and op-
erations, creating a national entity—Design 
Museum Foundation—and establishing a new 
location in Portland, Oregon. The museum 
was founded in 2009 as the region’s first mu-
seum dedicated solely to design. Building on 
its success in Massachusetts, the museum will 
also be the only design-focused institution in 
the Pacific Northwest.
 “We are inspired by revolutionary design,” 
says Sam Aquillano, founder and executive 
director of the foundation. As if to underline 
this sentiment, the new museum model has no 
physical address. “Design is everywhere, and 
so are we,” he explains. Rather than remain-
ing static, it is established as a decentralized 
network of physical and virtual exhibits—
whether in a gallery, retail environment, 

Carlos Almaraz, Night Magic (Blue Jester), 1988. Oil on canvas, In 
“Our America,” Smithsonian American Art Museum, DC
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Edward Kienholz and Nancy Reddin 
Keinholz, The Jesus Corner. 

Installation. In “The  Jesus Corner,” 
Missoula Art Museum, MT
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public space, or on the web. Design Museum 
programming gives audiences new insights 
into the design process and the greater social, 
economic, and environmental contexts that 
both affect and are affected by design. 
 Over the past four years, Design Museum 
Boston has presented seven major exhibitions, 
including the outdoor “Street Seats: Reimag-
ining the Public Bench.” It has developed 
a Design Innovation Gallery, received major 
grants, cultivated corporate sponsorship, and 
built a membership base. Last year was spent 
meeting with creative and cultural leaders of 
Portland to establish a sound foothold in that 
community.
 Under the new configuration, the newly 
created Design Museum Foundation will 
support both Design Museum Boston and 
Design Museum Portland to set standards and 
ensure educational communication and design 
consistency across the network. Program-
ming, membership, and engagement within 
their local communities will be established 
independently in both venues.
 Opening in mid-January in a new “green” 
residential apartment in Boston’s Fort Point 
Community, an exhibition titled “Green 
Patriot Posters” is exemplary of the museum’s 
modus vivendi. The posters on exhibit were 

designed to raise awareness of global climate 
change and inspire viewers to make changes 
in their behavior and take world-changing ac-
tion. It will be on tour for two years, premier-
ing in Boston and running through June 2014.

Expansion in Muncie
 Ball State University (IN) recently cel-
ebrated the opening of its new galleries in 
the David Owsley Museum of Art, which 
have increased exhibition space by some 50 
percent, allowing over 500 objects of non-
Western art, some newly acquired, to be on 
display.
 The museum is named after the grandson of 
one of the original Ball brothers who played 
an instrumental role in founding the museum 
in the 1930s. The strong Ball family ties to 
the museum are proven by the scope and 
breadth of the work its members have donated 
over the years.

Berman Receives  
Huge Gift
 The Philip and Muriel Ber-
man Foundation has donated 
a collection of more than 
1,300 works of art to Ursinus 
College’s Philip and Muriel 
Berman Museum of Art (PA). 
The collection includes paint-
ings, sculpture, and prints by 
artists such as Bertoia, Glack-
ens, Chaim Gross, and James 
and Jean Pierre Vasarely; works 
on paper by Bellows, Cezanne, 
Degas, Matisse, Picasso, John Sloan, Whis-
tler, and many others; sculpture by Lynn 
Chadwick, Adolphe, and Schofield. All the 
works had been on long-term loan to the 
museum; with their formal accession into the 
museum collection, they now form the core of 
the permanent collection. 
 An exhibition honoring the gift, “A to S: 
Highlighting the Berman Collection,” pres-
ents a selection of works from the gift. It runs 
through January 12.

StorySlam @ the Everhart
 Members were invited to come to the Ever-
hart Museum (PA) on a night in November 
for the latest chapter of “Scranton Story 
Slam,” an innovative program for young and 
old alike. The program theme was “Writing 
on the Wall,” a reference to graffiti art. 
 Six invited story-tellers competed in a 
contest to capture the interest of their audi-
ences. They were given five minutes to tell 
true unscripted stories for a chance to win 
the “Slammy” award and a $50 cash prize. 
Members of the audience were also invited to 
participate—“wild card” competitors drawn 
from a hat during the proceedings.
 StorySlams have cropped up across the 
country in recent times: storytellers each 
share a true, five-minute, personal story, 
inspired by the evening’s theme. Stories are 
told without notes, allowing the storytellers 
to connect with the audience spontaneously. 
A specific theme usually unifies the event. 

Themes are intentionally general, allowing 
the storytellers to take the audience in any 
direction, from fun to heartbreak. It’s called 
“slam” because it is presented in the form of  
a competition, which results in high energy 
on the part of the audience.
 The Everhart Slam’s theme, “Writing on 
the Wall” was related in a tangential way to 
the exhibition that was on display at the time: 
“Sidewalk Surfing: The Art & Culture of 
Skate-boarding.” Tickets for the event were 

$10 per person 
including light re-
freshments and the 
opportunity to view 
the exhibition.

New 24/7 
Center 
Emerges 
in NYC
 The New 
Museum (NY) 
announced the 
launching of an 
incubator for art, 
technology, and 
design that will 
be a first for the 
museum field. It 
will open in the 
summer of 2014 in 

an adjacent building acquired by the mu-
seum. A not-for-profit initiative designed to 
create a hybrid educational and professional 
workspace, 24/7, where more than 60 start-up 
entrepreneurs will form an interdisciplinary 
community geared toward collaboration and 
innovation.
 Members will be selected by the incuba-
tor’s director and a staff committee through 
a competitive application process, and will 
be asked to pay a monthly membership fee 
in exchange for workspace, support services, 
and a full complement of programs. In ad-
dition, artists, engineers, and other leaders 
will be invited for special guest residencies, 
providing further opportunities for collabora-
tion. Participants will be privy to a schedule 
of weekly educational classes and workshops, 
seminars, and presentations, and professional 
and mentorship events.

Yinka Shonibare MBE. Pedagogy Boy/Boy, 2003. 
In “Yinka Shonibare MBE,” Barnes Foundation, PA
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Henri Matisse, Young Girl Leaning on Her Elbows in  
front of Flowered Screen, 1923, Crayon Lithograph. 

In “Matisse as Printmaker,” Cornell Fine Arts Museum, FL
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Sights and Sounds 
on Film and Video
 The Jewish Museum (NY) has announced 
a two-year-long exhibition series that ex-
plores new film and video works from around 
the world as selected by 25 international cu-
rators. “Sights and Sounds: Global Film and 
Video” will introduce New York audiences to 
the latest developments in filmmaking within 
the art context worldwide, with a particular 
emphasis on work being made outside West-
ern Europe and the United States. The two 
years will culminate in a 2016 conference 
and a publication with curatorial statements, 
essays, film stills and descriptions, and dis-
cussions between curators and artists.
 Each curator will be represented by four 
video works from the respective regions—Ar-
gentina, Vietnam, Nigeria, New Zealand, and 
Egypt, among other locales. Their selections 
will be screened for about one month in the 
museum’s new media center. The selected 
works will touch on themes significant to 
both Jewish culture and universal human 
experience: spirituality, exile, language, con-
flict, family, humor, and history.
 The first offering, on view through January 
2014, features four works by artists who live 
and work in Cambodia. They address contem-
porary cultural, social, and political issues, as 
well as honing in on the tension between the 
traditional and the new in Cambodian society.

Kimbell Grows
 The Kimbell Art Museum (TX) building, 
designed by the American architect Louis I. 
Kahn, is widely regarded as an outstanding 
architectural achievement. A second building, 
designed by world-renowned Italian architect 
Renzo Piano, opened November 27, 2013, 
providing space for special exhibitions and 
allowing the Kahn building to showcase the 
permanent collection.
 In the fall of 2014 the museum will be  
the only venue for a major loan of French  
Impressionist portraits from the Musée 
d’Orsay in Paris. The works, “Faces of 
Impressionism: Portraits from the Musée 
d’Orsay,” will be on display in the new Renzo 

Piano Pavilion.

Wait ‘til 
Next Year
    It’s all over 
but the shout-
ing: “The 
world’s premier 
art shows for 
Modern and 
contemporary 
works are sited 
in Basel Miami 
Beach and Hong 
Kong.” Each is 
defined by its 
host city and 
region, each 
show is unique, 
each involves 
hundreds of 

participating galleries, thousands of artworks, 
and programming produced in collaboration 
with local institutions.
 Art Basel Miami 2013 closed on Dec. 8. 
What is left but to wait until the next one:  
Miami 
Show Dates:
2014, December 4–7 • 2015, December 3–6

Hong Kong 
Show Dates:
2014, May 15–18 • 2015, (TBA)

Basel 
Show Dates:
2014, June 19–22 • 2015, June 18–21

Dia Approaches Reproach
 Dia’s decision to raise needed money by 
selling artworks estimated at some $20 mil-
lion has come under criticism from the art 
world. A legal challenge filed by the found-
ers Heiner Friedrich and Fariha de Menil 
Friedrich to block the sale was withdrawn in 
time for the sale to take place. They said that 
while they consider the sale “utterly wrong” 
and “against Dia’s mission,” the foundation 
is “our precious child, and we do not wish to 
continue to oppose it through legal action.”
 And in fact, works by Cy Twombly, John 
Chamberlain, and Barnett Newman, do-
nated to the foundation by the Friedrich’s, 
all achieved record-breaking prices. The 
proceeds, according to Dia’s Director Phil-
lippe Vergne, will be used to pay for a major 
acquisition, announced in May, of 30 works 
that have been on long-term loan to Dia from 
the Lannan Foundation and on display in 
Dia’s outpost in Beacon, NY. Mr. Vergne and 
the foundation board together determined 
that the Lannan works by artists with long as-
sociations with Dia, like Dan Flavin, Donald 

Judd, Chamberlain, Agnes Martin, and Robert 
Whitman, were crucial to Dia’s mission.
 At the same time, the foundation is also 
raising millions separately for a capital 
campaign to build a new Manhattan home in 
Chelsea. “Resources are finite,” said Vergne.
 Sotheby’s sale included: Cy Twombly’s 
Poems to the Sea (1959), a suite of drawings 
considered to be one of his most important 
works on paper; Newman’s Genesis–The 
Break (1946), a painting that precedes his 
well known “zip” canvases; and Shortstop 
(1958) a sculpture that set the artist on the 
course of what became his signature method, 
making works from crushed car parts.

Bloomberg’s Departure  
Augers Changes–so saith  
The Art Newspaper
 What happens after a mayor who has been 
a major supporter of the arts to the tune of 
some $3 billion leaves his mantle of office 
behind and moves on. “It would be extremely 
unwise for a leader of any non-profit cultural 
organization not to be thinking about alterna-
tive strategies for funding fight now,” says 
Anne Pasternak, president of the public art 
organization Creative Time.
 Former Mayor of New York City Michael 
Bloomberg’s belief that the arts can drive 
economic development was reflected in his 
support for construction projects. With an eye 
on revenue from tourism, his administration 
encouraged city departments to collaborate on 
public art projects. Yet, his personal philan-
thropy often stood in contradiction to his poli-
cies as mayor. Officially he encouraged the 
construction of cultural legacy projects while 
reducing grants for everyday operations. 
Some say he did not do enough to correct  

Fernand Léger, Deux femmes sur fond bleu (Two Women on a Blue Background),1927. In “Flesh and Metal,” Cantor Arts Center, CA

Continued on next page

Art Spiegelman, Cover for Alternative Media magazine,1978. 
In “Art Spiegelman’s Co-Mix,” Jewish Museum. NY
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social imbalances: although 40% of city 
grants in 2012 went to under-served commu-
nities, they say more money should have gone 
to organizations in immigrant and low-income 
communities. Regarding his education poli-
cies, critics such as Chuck Close believe he 
was “so interested in getting test scores up 
that he allowed principals to divert money 
from the arts to remedial education.
Arts education
 Since 2007, Bloomberg increased arts  
staff in New York schools by 12%, but re-
duced funding for supplies by 85% and  
for supplemental programs by 45%
 Newly elected mayor William De Blasio 
says he will keep a minimum level of arts 
education in all the city’s public schools, 
introduce after school art courses, and include 
the arts in annual school evaluations.
Arts funding
 Since 2007, Bloomberg cut the expenses 
budget for the department of cultural affairs 
by 9.5% to $151.1 million.
 De Blasio says he is “not comfortable mak-
ing budget commitments.”

Museum Reopens  
After 2 ½ Years
 After a two-and-a-half-year, $64 million 
expansion project, the Queens Museum (NY) 
reopened in November of 2013. Although 
the project was announced in 2006, construc-
tion was delayed until 2011. The museum is 
known for its large-scale model of New York 
City, and is housed in the building where the 
General Assembly of the United Nations met 
from1946 to 1950. 

(Some) California Museums 
Adopt Free Admission 
 The Hammer Museum (CA) has an-
nounced free admission for at least the next 
four years, thanks to two generous sponsors. 
The Broad Museum (CA), due to open by 
the end of 2014, has also promised free ad-
mission.

PAAM Awarded  
for After-School Program 
 The National Arts and Humanities Youth 
Program Award is the nation’s highest honor 
for out-of-school arts and humanities pro-
grams that celebrate the creativity of Amer-
ica’s young people, particularly those from 
underserved communities. It recognizes and 
supports excellence in programs that open 
new pathways to learning, self-discovery, and 
achievement. Each year, the National Arts and 
Humanities Youth Program Awards recognize 
12 outstanding programs in the United States, 
from a wide range of urban and rural settings.
 This year the Provincetown Art Associa-
tion and Museum (MA) was one of the re-
cipients at the White House for “Art Reach,” 
the museum’s after school youth program. 
Presented by First Lady Michelle Obama, 
the award recognizes exemplary after-school 
and out-of-school time programs from across 
the country. It is the highest national honor 
awarded to such programs, which were recog-
nized for using engagement in the arts and the 
humanities to increase academic achievement, 
graduation rates, and college enrollment, as 
well as improve literacy and language abili-
ties, communication and performance skills, 
and cultural awareness. Recipients were 
chosen from a pool of more than 350 nomina-
tions and 50 finalists

 “Through these programs, 
young people are discover-
ing their creative voices, 
developing a stronger sense 
of who they are as individu-
als, and gaining a deeper 
understanding of the world 
around them,” wrote Mrs. 
Obama in the program for 
the award ceremony. “And, 
as young people navigate 
today’s challenges, the 
programs we are honor-
ing offer safe harbors that 
cultivate enthusiasm for 
learning, support academic 
achievement, and promote 
college readiness.”
 The National Arts and 
Humanities Youth Program 
Award, is the signature 
program of the Presi-
dent’s Committee on the 
Arts and the Humanities 
(PCAH), and is presented 
in partnership with the 
National Endowment for 
the Arts (NEA), the Na-
tional Endowment for the 
Humanities (NEH), and the 

Institute of Museum and Library Services 
(IMLS). In addition to their recognition at 
the White House, each of the 12 community-
based programs will receive $10,000 and a 
year of communications and capacity-build-
ing support from the President’s Committee 
on the Arts and the Humanities.

New Museum Receives Grant
 The Keith Haring Foundation has made a 
gift of $500,000 to the New Museum (NY) 
in support of its school, teen, and family 
programs. This is the second grant made by 
the foundation with the same objective. In 
2008, a gift of $1 million went to establish 
the School and Youth Programs Fund and to 
name the Keith Haring Director and Curator 
of Education and Public Engagement.
 In partnership with the foundation, the 
New Museum’s School, Teen, and Fam-
ily programs have flourished, serving an 
expanded audience of students, teachers, and 
families. In the last six years alone, about 
20.000 young people and families partici-
pated in the museum’s programs—many of 
them from the surrounding neighborhood 
of the Lower East Side, Chinatown, and the 
East Village. One program, called Global 
Classroom (G:Class) is for high school 
students. It employs contemporary art and 
artists to strengthen students’ and teachers’ 
awareness of global culture and develops vi-
sual literacy and critical thinking skills both 
in the classroom and at the museum. Other 
programs, First Saturdays for Families, Teen 
Nights, the annual Block party, and the Ex-
perimental Study Program for Teens (ESP), 
are also much in demand.
 The next phase of the partnership will pri-
oritize bringing youth together around issues 
of social responsibility.  ❑

David Ligare, River, 2012. Oil on panel. In “Monterey Now,” 
Monterey Museum of Art, CA
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winter VIEWS
California
Berkeley Art Museum/Pacific Film Archive, 
University of California, Berkeley ❑ “Multiple 
Encounters” (Feb. 2) The video work of Yang 
Fudong in dialogue with historical Chinese 
paintings—connecting the 15th century to 
the 21st and suggesting that the current work 
may be influenced by the classical tradition. 
❑ “Deities, Demons, and Teachers of Tibet, 
Nepal, and India” (Apr. 13) A rotating display 
of works by anonymous artisans: sculptural 
figures of Indian deities and dancers join 
images of enlightened beings from Tibet and 
Nepal. ❑ Through Mar. 30: “Paz Errázuriz/
Matrix 251” Chilean photographer’s portrayals 
of people living on the fringes of society, all 
of which were made during the dictatorship of 
Augusto Pinochet; “Anna Maria Maiolino/ Ma-
trix 252” Videos by this São Paulo-based artist 
that use the body to express the experience of 
living under an oppressive regime which lasted 
in Brazil for more than 20 years.

Gemological Institute of America, Carlsbad 
❑ “Faces of Eternity” (Apr. 30) Gem skulls: 
carved and polished life-size 
skulls made from different 
large gem crystals and orna-
mental rock

Monterey Museum of Art 
❑ “Monterey Now: David 
Ligare” (Apr. 27) Large-scale 
panoramic paintings depict-
ing the area’s geographical 
highlights—its major river, 
mountain, and shoreline.

Oakland Museum of Cali-
fornia ❑ “Above and Below: 
Stories from Our Changing 
Bay” (Feb. 23) Historic and 
contemporary stories about 
the bay: climate change 
commerce and transporta-
tion, changing populations, 
recreation, invasive species, 
and environmentalism, all on 
view for the opening of the 
San Francisco-Oakland Bay 
Bridge’s new East Bay span.

Crocker Art Museum, 
Sacramento ❑ “Sam Francis: 
Five Decades of Abstract 
Expressionism from Califor-
nia Collections” (Apr. 20) 
Highlights from different 
periods of the artist’s oeuvre 
starting in the early 1940s to 
works created between the 
1950s and 90s

Cantor Arts Center, Stanford University, 
Stanford ❑ “Flesh and Metal: Body and 
Machine in Early 20th-Century Art” (Mar. 16) 
Images that exhibit the tension between the 
impersonal world of the machine and the often 
uncontrollable realm of the human psyche: 
Abott, Brancusi, di Chirico, Duchamp, Ernst, 
Léger, Man Ray, and others penetrated both 
realms

Colorado
Museum of Contemporary Art, Denver ❑ 
“Pattern: Follow the Rules” (Feb. 9) Group 
exhibition that examines “pattern” and “deco-
ration”: artists experiment with new ways to 
generate artistic forms using science, math, 
and technology.

Connecticut
Bruce Museum, Greenwich ❑ “Oysters, 
Pearls of Long Island Sound” (Mar. 23) The 
science and history of the Eastern oyster—the 
backbone of an ecosystem, an industry, a food 
source, and more—in Long Island Sound.

District of Columbia
Arthur M. Sackler Gallery ❑ “Yoga: The Art 
of Transformation” (Jan. 26) The first showing 
of yogic art including temple sculptures, devo-
tional icons, manuscripts, court paintings made 
in India more than 2,000 years ago, and early 
modern photographs, books, and films.

National Geographic Museum ❑ “Women 
of Vision: National Geographic Photographers 

on Assignment” (Mar. 9) On view: award-
winning photojournalist’s coverage of far-flung 
cultures, conceptual topics, social issues, and 
all manner of current and historic subjects.

National Museum of Women in the Arts ❑ 
“Works by Hand”: Hidden Labor and Histori-
cal Quilts” (Apr. 27) 18th-20th-century quilts 
reveal the shifting cultural status of quilt mak-

ing from craft to fine art. ❑ “New York Avenue 
Sculpture Project: Chakaia Booker” (Mar. 31) 
Changing installations of contemporary works 
by women artists.

Smithsonian American Art Museum ❑ “Our 
America: The Latino Presence in American 
Art” (Mar. 2) Works produced since the mid-
20th century when the concept of a collective 
Latino identity began to emerge.

Florida
Frost Art Museum, Florida International Uni-
versity, Miami ❑ “Hunberto Castro: Tracing 
Antilles” (Feb. 2) Multi-media, site-specific 
installation of an artistic journey across the 
Antilles, circumnavigating the islands of the 
Caribbean. ❑ “Aesthetics & Values” (Feb. 12-
Mar. 9) Contemporary Miami artists, curated 
by students. ❑ “Miler Lagos: LAT 65.3 IN 
LONG 114.13 W” (Mar. 30) This project was 
developed in the area where 19th-century 
Arctic expeditions started. ❑ “Karina Chechik: 
Architectures of Light” (Apr. 13) Works based 
on various architectural settings with religious 

and cultural references.

Albin Polasek Museum 
& Sculpture Gardens, 
Winter Park ❑ “The Holy 
Art of Imperial Russia: 
Icons from the 17th Cen-
tury-early 20th Century” 
(Apr. 13) Images that were 
once readily found in the 
humblest homes, churches, 
and public shrines.

Cornell Fine Arts Mu-
seum, Rollins College, 
Winter Park ❑ “Matisse 
as Printmaker: Works 
from the Pierre and Tana 
Matisse Foundation” (Mar. 
16) A diverse selection 
of works from different 
periods in Matisse’s career 
providing a comprehen-
sive examination of the 
artist’s relationship with 
the printmaking medium 
and the role it played 
in the evolution of his 
visual ideas; he produced a 
profusion of images–more 
that 800–from 1900 to his 
death in 1954.

Vero Beach Museum 
of Art ❑ “Cuban Art & 
Identity: 1900-1950” (Feb. 

2) Works of art that reflect the diverse culture 
and history of Cuba and that demonstrate the 
important role of the visual arts in defining 
Cuba’s cultural identity.  

Illinois
Krannert Art Museum, University of Illinois, 
Urbana-Champaign ❑ “Not Ready to Make 
Nice: Guerrilla Girls in the Artworld and 
Beyond” (Apr. 6) Recent work by this group 
of artists who champion feminism and social 
change.

Childe Hassam, Oyster Sloop, Cos Cob, 1902. Oil on canvas. 
In “Oysters, Pearls of Long Island Sound,” Bruce Museum, CT
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Indiana
Eiteljorg Museum of American Indians 
and Western Art, Indianapolis ❑ “RED: The 
Eitlejorg Contemporary Art Fellowship” (Feb. 
2) Paintings, drawings, photographs, sculpture, 
and installations that reflect the diversity of 
Native artists in North America. ❑ Through 
Mar. 24: “Red, White, Black and Blue” Fol-
lowing a visual theme, this show is based on 
the preferred Northwest Coast palette of red, 
white, black and blue; “Northwest Coast Art: 
Contemporary Expression and Traditional 
Influence” Historic, traditional, and contempo-
rary examples of artwork from Native cultures 
of the Northwest Coast and by its Native 
peoples. 

Kansas
Dane G. Hansen Museum, Logan ❑ “As-
sociated American Artists—Art by Subscrip-
tion” (Feb. 2) When, in 1933, the country was 
gripped by economic and emotional depres-
sion, art dealer Reeves Lewenthal formed 
the Associated American Artists to distribute 
affordable, original art to all Americans. Artists 
eagerly participated, basing their art on social 
imagery, everyday America, eschewing the 
new, abstruse theories of art. The success of 
the program can be seen at this exhibition. 

Maine 
Portland Museum of Art ❑ “American 
Vision: Photographs from the Collection of 
Owen and Anna Wells” (Feb. 23) More than 
eight decades (1900s-1990s) of American 
innovation in photography: Adams, Bourke-
White, Strand, Porter, Wegman—from monu-
mental landscapes to intimate portraits and 
domestic scenes.

Maryland
Academy Art Museum, Easton ❑ “Bobbie 
Seger: Painting with Nature” (Mar. 9) Oils, 
watercolors, and acrylics communicate an im-
mediacy of life on the Chesapeake. ❑ Through 
Apr. 6: “Katja Oxman: Aquatint Etchings” 
Still lifes of Oriental rugs upon which rest an 
array of the artist’s treasured objects: letters, 
postcards, birds, feathers, plants, fruits, and 
vegetables; “The Art of Greg Mort: Selec-

tions from the Hickman Bequest II” 
Works by a self-taught artist who 
hikes the rugged coast of Maine and 
travels the rural trails of Mary-
land with his brushes, paints, and 
canvases. 

Washington County Museum of 
Fine Arts, Hagerstown ❑ “Folk 
Art for Children: Handmade in 
America” (Mar. 30) The gamut 
of playthings from doll houses 
with miniature decorative arts and 
furniture to simple Amish dolls. 
❑ “Art for America: WPA Prints” 
(Feb. 9) New Deal works of art that 
represent an important period in the 
history and culture of the U.S.: Dur-
ing the era that Federal Arts Project 
(FAP), a section of the Works 
Progress Administration (WPA) 
that was formed in 1935, visual arts 
flourished, becoming more acces-
sible to the public through displays 
in libraries, schools, government 
buildings, and museums.

Massachusetts
Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston ❑ 
“Christina Ramberg” (Mar. 2) Paintings cre-
ated in the decade between 1971-1981, when 
Ramberg moved toward increasing abstraction 
of the human figure indicating her engagement 
with gender politics and her approach to the 
merging of abstraction and figuration.

Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, Boston 
❑ “Last Seen” (Mar. 3) Works by French artist 
Sophie Calle, including her 1991 Gardner-in-
spired painting, and 14 photographic and text-
based works in two series: photographs and 
texts created shortly after the 1990 theft from 
the museum, and new work made in 2012.

Arts Foundation of Cape Cod and the 
Cotuit Center for the Arts ❑ “Seeing the 
Light” (Feb. 22) The 2014 collaboration that 
brings these two institutions together for the 
7th year is featuring artists’ interpretation of 
the theme of seeing light; all Cape Cod artists 

are invited to submit their art for consideration 
for inclusion. 

DeCordova Sculpture Park and Museum, 
Lincoln ❑ “Character Study” (Apr. 6) Images 
of acclaimed artists, performers, and ordinary 
people.

Peabody Essex Museum, Salem ❑ “Impres-
sions on the Water” (Feb. 27) Paintings, works 
on paper, models and small craft all illumi-
nate the importance that access to the sea 
and France’s inland waterways played in the 
development of one of the world’s most robust 
artistic movements.

Norval Morrisseau (Copper Thunderbird), Untitled (Portrait  
of the Artist’s Daughter), c. late 1960s. Tempera on paper  
mounted to masonite,  
Annie Leibovitz, Louise Bourgeois, 1997. Archival pigment print.   
Sue Johnson, Self Portrait as artist-naturalist (Loplop’s Sister), 
2001. Oil on linen.  
Naomi Bebo, Beaded Mask, 2010. Seed beads, deer hide  
on Iraqi gas mask.  
All in “Blood Memoires,” Tweed Museum of Art, MN

Eliot Porter, Sunflower and Sand Dune, Colorado, 1959. Dye 
imbibition print. In “American Vision,” Portland Museum of Art, ME
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Michigan
Calvin Center Art Gallery, Calvin College, 
Grand Rapids ❑ Through Feb. 22: “Beauty 
Given by Grace: The Biblical Art of Sadao 
Watanabe”; “Striking Impressions: Japanese 
Woodblock Prints from the Permanent Collec-
tion” Images of Japan in 19th-century Europe.

Kalamazoo Institute of Arts ❑ “Mountains 
and Waters: Landscape Paintings from China” 
(Feb. 2) The negative space of the mists em-
bracing the mountainous landscapes of China, 
impossible crags, dramatic waterfalls, trekkers, 
monks’ and scholars’ retreats, and lone pines 
perched on inaccessible peaks. ❑ “Fantastic 
Rumpus: 50 Years of Children’s Book Illustra-
tion” (Feb. 9) Original drawings by some 
of the world’s best known 
children’s book illustrators. ❑ 
“Impressions: Selections from 
Stewart & Stewart” (Feb. 23) 
Artists who worked with this 
contemporary printmaker and 
publisher in Bloomfield Hills, 
MI, from 1960 to 2012.

Minnesota
Tweed Museum of Art, 
University of Minnesota, 
Duluth ❑ “Blood Memoirs: 
Exploring Individuality, 
Memory and Culture through 

New Jersey
Monmouth Museum, Lincroft ❑ “Annual 
Juried Art Exhibition” (Mar. 9) 35th annual 
showing of works by a selection of artists from 
around the world.

Newark Museum ❑ “Ming to Modern: 
Elevating the Everyday in Chinese Art” (Feb. 
9) A selection of works, dating from the 16th 
century to the present, and representing the 
museum’s vast collection of Chinese art, marks 
the 90th anniversary of exhibiting this art at 
the Newark: paintings, sculpture, ceramics, 
enamelware, lacquer ware, furniture, costumes, 
and textiles. ❑ “The Art of Translation: The 
Simon Ottenberg Gift of Modern and Contem-
porary Nigerian Art” (Jan. 26) Works that span 
the 1940s to 2000 show how artists have drawn 
upon their cultural and aesthetic traditions, 
translating them as they navigate changing 
social and political landscapes.

Zimmerli Art Museum, Rutgers University, 
New Brunswick ❑ “Stars: Contemporary 
Prints by Derrière L’Étoile Studio” (Mar. 2) 
The second installment of a three-part exhibi-
tion series: prints by artists who worked with 
the studio illustrate the broad range of concepts 
and styles being explored at the end of the 20th 
century, from reinventions of Pop art and geo-
metric abstraction, to adaptations of cartoon 
styles and appropriation. 

New York
Brooklyn Museum ❑ “War/Photography: 
Images of Armed Conflict and its Aftermath” 
(Feb. 2) Images taken by members of the 
military, commercial portraitists, journalists, 
amateurs, artists, and Pulitzer Prize-winning 
photographers; the exhibition includes works 
by some 284 photographers from 28 nations 
who have covered conflicts on 6 continents 
over the last 165 years.

Hofstra University Museum, Hempstead ❑ 
“Land of the Rising Sun: Art of Japan” (Feb. 
2) From the museum’s collection, works that 
span the 16th through the 20th centuries: 
Woodblock prints, hand-painted scrolls, wood 
carvings, and more. ❑ “David Jacobs: Sight 
and Sound” (Apr. 27)

Wim Delvoye, Twisted Dump Truck 2011. 
Nickel-plated steel; laser-cutting.  
In “Out of Hand,” Museum of Arts  

and Design, NY

Portraiture” (Mar. 16) Paint-
ings, sculpture, photographs, 
works on paper, and videos 
explore identity through the 
eyes of native and non-
native artists

Walker Art Center, Min-
neapolis ❑ “9 Artists” (Feb. 
16) International group exhi-
bition: how artists approach 
questions of biography and 
identity while negotiating an 
ever more complex world.

Montana
Missoula Art Museum 
❑ “Edward Kienholz and 
Nancy Reddin Kienholz: 
The Jesus  
Corner” (Jan. 30) Installa-
tion, made with materials 
salvaged from a condemned 
building in downtown  
Spokane, replicating a store-
front display of pictures, 
cards, and symbols that form 
a Christian shrine.

Montana Museum of 
Art & Culture, Univer-
sity of Montana, Missoula 

❑ Through Feb. 8: “Figurative Modernists: 
Picasso, Chagall and other Masterpieces from 
a Private Collection” Arp, Blanchard, Chagall, 
de Chirico, Delaunay, Hepworth, Léger, and 
many others: Modernism as an interdisciplin-
ary endeavor; “Modernist Prints” More on the 
interdisciplinary characteristics of Modernist 
artists.

New Hampshire
Currier Museum of Art, Manchester ❑ 
“Signs from the Sixties: Robert Indiana’s ‘De-
cade’” (Apr. 30) The Decade portfolio, one of 
his most important print projects: short words 
and bold typefaces form works that reflect on 
Indiana’s life and the social dynamics of the 
decade.

Isa Genzken. Schauspieler (Actors) (detail). 2013. Mannequins, 
clothes, shoes, fabric, and paper, dimensions variable. 
In “Isa Genzken,” Museum of Modern Art, NY
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Katonah Museum of Art ❑ “Eye to I…3,000 
Years of Portraits” (Feb. 16) Some 60 portraits 
in a variety of media represent the greatest 
range of time periods and cultures; they also 
explore the ways people look at, process, and 
experience imagery.

Asia Society, New York City ❑ “No Country: 
Contemporary Art for South and Southeast 
Asia” (Feb. 16) Touring exhibition of the Gug-
genheim UBS MAP Global Art Initiative, first 
seen at the Guggenheim Museum last year; 
artists are from Bangladesh, Cambodia, India, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Myanmar, Pakistan, the 
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam.

Bard Graduate Center, New York City ❑ 
“William Kent: Designing Georgian Britain” 
(Feb. 9) Drawings for architecture, gardens, 
and sculpture; furniture; silver; paintings; 
illustrated books; and new documentary films 
by one of the most influential designers in 
18th-century Britain. ❑ “An American Style: 
Global Spices for New York Textile and Fash-
ion Design, 1915-1928” (Feb. 2) The efforts 
of the American Museum of Natural History 
to educate and inspire New York Textile and 
fashion designers during and after WWI; these 
efforts, inspiring a more graphic and less rep-
resentational aesthetic, would be a harbinger of 
American design in the decades that followed.

Bronx Museum of the Arts, New York City 
❑ “Paulo Bruscky: Art is Our Last Home” 
(Feb. 9) A survey of a Fluxus-influenced 
Brazilian artist who rejected the Concrete Art 
movement embraced by many of his peers. 
❑ “Tony Feher” (Feb. 15) Key artworks that 
use everyday objects and found materials in a 
post-minimalist aesthetic. ❑ “Orchard Beach: 
The Bronx Riviera” (Feb. 16) Portraits of the 
beach’s summertime regulars celebrate the 
pride and dignity of its visitors.

Grey Art Gallery, New York University, New 
York City ❑ “An Opening of the Field: Jess, 
Robert Duncan, and Their Circle” (Mar. 29) 
An artist, a poet, and their friends reveal the 
complex interplay between poetry and art in 
the mid-century Bay Area cultural scene.

Guggenheim Museum, New York City ❑  
“Carrie Mae Weems: Three Decades of Photog-
raphy and Video” (Apr. 23) Retrospective that 
shows the artist’s concerns on universal issues 
such as race, gender, class, and more recently 
global struggles for equality and justice. ❑ “A 
Long-Awaited Tribute: Frank Lloyd Wright’s 
Usonian House and Pavilion” (Feb. 13) The re-
introduction of two Wright-designed buildings, 
constructed on the site where the Guggenheim 
would be built—one a temporary pavilion made 
of glass, fiberboard, and pipe columns, and the 
other, a 1,700-square-foot, furnished two-bed-
room Usonian exhibition house. 

Jewish Museum, New York City ❑ “Chagall: 
Love, War, and Exile” (Feb. 2) First time in the 
U.S.: works created during the period from the 
rise of Fascism in the 1930s through 1948, the 
years he spent in Paris, and those in exile in 
New York. ❑ Through Mar. 23: “Art Spiegel-
man’s Co-Mix: A Retrospective” Preparatory 
sketches, preliminary and final drawings, and 
prints by this comic artist; “Masterpieces & 
Curiosities: A Medieval Aquamanile” First in 

a new series, each of which 
focuses on a single work in 
the museum’s collection; a 
rare bronze Jewish lion-shaped 
aquamanile (handwashing 
pitcher) made in Germany in 
the 12th century takes center 
stage. ❑ “Sights and Sounds: 
Global Film and Video” (Feb. 
5) Works by contemporary 
artists from around the world, 
especially from countries 
outside Western Europe and 
the United States.

Morgan Library & Museum, 
New York City ❑ “Leonardo 
da Vinci: Treasures from the 
Biblioteca Reale, Turin (Feb. 
2) For the first time in New 
York, Leonardo’s Codex on 

the Flight of Birds and the celebrated drawing 
Head of a Young Woman, as well as a selection 
of other works on paper.

Museum of Arts & Design, New York City ❑ 
“Body & Soul: New International Ceramics” 
(Mar. 2) Artists who came to clay as painters, 
draughtsmen, or sculptors, many shown for the 
first time in the U.S.

Museum of Biblical Art, New York City ❑ 
“Sacred Visions: Nineteenth-Century Bibli-
cal Art from the Dahesh Museum Collection” 
(Feb. 16) View the diversity and transforma-
tion of biblical subject matter produced during 
the 19th century by masters of the academic 
tradition.

Museum of Modern Art, New York City ❑ 
“Isa Genzken: Retrospective” (Mar. 10) Not 
the humorous sculptural assemblages for 
which she is best known in the U.S.; rather 
the larger range of her work for which she 
is largely unknown here—many on view in 
a U.S. museum for the first time. ❑ “Isaac 
Julien: Ten Thousand Waves” (Feb. 17) Film 
installation projected onto nine double-sided 
screens. ❑ “Ileana Sonnabend: Ambassador 
for the New” (Apr. 21) Selections that throw 
light on the legendary eye of this well known 
gallerist and collector; she championed some 
of the most significant artists of her time, 
introducing American Pop art and Minimalism 
to Europe and Italian Arte Povera to the U.S. 
❑ “Dante Ferretti: Design and Construction 
for the Cinema” (Feb. 9) Production designer’s 
role in transforming the way films are staged, 
replacing the real with the virtual.  
❑ At Museum of Modern Art PS1: “Mike 
Kelley” (Feb. 2) Works, made from the 1970s 
through 2012, that mine the American popular 
culture and both modernist and alternative 
traditions.

Maurice Brazil Prendergast, Sketchbook 
(pp. 2-3), 1922. Watercolor, graphite and crayon on 

lined paper, bound as a “Record” book. Recently 
acquired by the New-York Historical Society, NY

Franz von Stuck, Orpheus (detail), 1891. Oil on panel, gold leaf. In “Franz von Stuck,” Frye Art Museum, WA
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New Museum, New York City ❑ “Museum as 
Hub: Report on the Construction of a Space-
ship Module” (Apr. 6) A floor of the museum 
transformed into the simulated interior of a 
spaceship, recalling the Czech science-fiction 
film Ikarie XB-1 (1963); also on view in and 
around the spacecraft: artworks by artists from 
Eastern Europe. ❑ Through Apr. 20: “Pawel 
Althamer” Sculpture, plus the gradual accumu-
lation of paintings and drawings on the blank 
white walls of the gallery; “Laure Prouvost” 
Immersive, multi-channel video installation.

New-York Historical Society, New York City 
❑ “The Armory Show at 100: Modern Art and 
Revolution” (Feb. 23) Celebrating the centen-
nial of one of the most important exhibitions 
held in the U.S.—a turning point in American 
art history, introducing the European avant-
garde to America. ❑ “Beauty’s Legacy: Gilded 
Age Portraits in America” (Mar. 9) The results 
of the resurgence of portraiture between the 
end of the Civil 
War and the be-
ginning of World 
War I; with the 
amassing of 
great fortunes 
during the 
period came the 
drive to docu-
ment the faces 
of the wealthy. 
❑ “Clarisse 
Smith: Recollec-
tions of a Life 
in Art” (Feb. 9) 
Chronological 
retrospective 
arranged the-
matically: The 
Garden, Florals, 
Still Life, Land-
scapes, Equines, 
Screens, and 
Figures.

Queens Mu-
seum, New York 
City ❑ “The 
People’s United 
Nations (PUN)” 
(Mar. 30) An installation inspired by the mu-
seum building, which was home to the United 
Nations General Assembly from 1946-1950.

Loeb Art Center, Vassar College, Poughkeep-
sie ❑ “Malick Sidibé: Chemises” (Mar. 30) A 
chronicling of the changes brought about in 
Mali as it gained independence from France in 
1960: images recording the explosion of music 
and fashion, often mounted on colored office 
folders, called chemises, to attract purchasers.

Ohio
Contemporary Art Center, Cincinnati ❑ 
Through Feb. 2: “JR” First solo exhibition for 
French artist JR featuring over a decade of art-
works that have been posted in public places, 
mostly city surfaces, around the globe: B&W 
portraits of community members on buildings, 

favela walls, city blocks, stairs, bridges, trains, 
and water towers (called “pervasive art”);“Joey 
Versoza: Is This It” An installation of an array 
of video, photography, and sculpture, inspired 
by Michael Jackson’s unrealized 2009 tour, 
explores the large impact of simple alteration 
and presents popular culture as both personal 
and emotional. ❑ “Diane Landry: by every 
wind that blows” (Mar. 2) Mechanized items 
made from mundane objects that have been 
infused with life.  

Museum of Contemporary Art, Cleveland ❑ 
“Michelle Grabner: I Work from Home” (Feb. 
16) A survey of Grabner’s work from 1993 to 
the present, including paintings, prints, video, 
and sculptures, which investigate repetition, 
process, and the aesthetics and social-dynam-
ics of the domestic sphere.

Oklahoma
Fred Jones Jr. Museum of Art, University of 
Oklahoma, Norman ❑ “On Assignment: The 

Photojournalism of Horace Bristol” (Mar. 16) 
Images of the American West, Bali, WWII, 
postwar Japan, but most notably, photographs 
of migrant workers in California during the 
Great Depression.

Pennsylvania
Trout Gallery, Dickinson College, Carlisle ❑ 
“The Ghosts of our Meat” (Feb. 8) Paintings, 
drawings, and prints that address issues of ani-
mal rights, cruelty to animals, the meatpacking 
industry, the ethics of meat consumption, and 
parallels between the wholesale slaughter of 
animals and genocide.

Michener Art Museum, Doylestown ❑ “Lo-
cal Mill Makes Good: Celebrating 75 years 

Sue Coe, Meat Flies, 1991. Graphite, gouache, ink, 
ink on white Strathmore Bristol Board. 
In “The Ghosts of Our Meat,” Trout Gallery, PA

of American Theater at the Bucks County 
Playhouse” (Mar. 2) The story of the landmark 
New Hope playhouse, its impact on American 
theater, the regional economy, and its cultural 
life: rare photographs and footage, artwork by 
Child, Solowey, Hirschfeld, Beck, and others.

Barnes Foundation ❑ “Yinka Shonibare 
MBE: Magic Ladders” (Apr. 28) British artist 
of Nigerian descent creates sculptures—life-
sized mannequins clothed in the colorful Dutch 
wax fabrics produced in Europe but most 
closely associated with Africa—that com-
ment on European colonialism and African 
identities. ❑ “William Glackens” (Feb. 2) 
First survey in fifty years of a fifty-year career, 
showing key works from each decade and 
demonstrating his advocacy for the develop-
ment of avant-garde art in America through his 
participation in exhibitions of The Eight, the 
Armory Show, and the Society of Independent 
Artists.

Philadel-
phia History 
Museum ❑ 
“AUTHentic 
Philly: Tony 
Auth’s Cartoons 
of Philadel-
phia” (Jan. 
31) Cartoons 
drawn from the 
Philadelphia 
Inquirer from 
1972-2013. 

Philadelphia 
Museum of 
Art ❑ “Barbara 
Chase-Riboud: 
The Malcolm X 
Steles” (Jan. 20) 
Sculptures cast 
from cut and 
folded sheets of 
wax combine 
bronze that has 
been manipulat-
ed into undulat-
ing folds and 
crevices, with 

knotted and braided silk and wool fiber.

Society for Contemporary Craft, Pittsburgh 
❑ “Enough Violence: Artists Speak Out” (Mar. 
22) Works that demonstrate the role the arts 
can play in restoring peace and security.

Tennessee
Frist Center for the Visual Arts, Nashville 
❑ “American Chronicles: The Art of Norman 
Rockwell” (Feb. 9) Shown here: the evolution 
of Rockwell’s art and iconography through his 
career from images of childhood innocence to 
those that document the realities of desegrega-
tion in the South.

Texas
Nasher Sculpture Center, Dallas ❑ “Nasher 
XChange” (Feb. 16) Celebrating the center’s 
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Clare Leighton, On the Moor, 1930. Wood engraving on paper. 
In “Clare Leighton: From Pencil to Proof to Press,” 

University of Richmond Museums, VA

10th anniversary, ten newly commissioned public 
sculptures in a variety of styles and practices have been 
placed at diverse sites throughout the city—the first 
citywide museum-organized public art exhibition in  
the U.S.

Kimbell Art Museum, Fort Worth ❑ Through Feb. 
16: “The Age of Picasso and Matisse: Modern Masters 
from the Art Institute of Chicago” Picasso, Matisse, 
Vlaminck, Braque, Gris, Beckmann, Kandinsky, Cha-
gall, Malevich, Léger, Mondrian, as well as the great 
sculptors of the first half of the 20th century; “Samurai: 
Armor From the Ann and Gabriel Barbier-Mueller 
Collection” Objects that describe the life, culture and 
pageantry of Japanese samurai warriors.

Utah
Utah Museum of Contemporary Art, Salt Lake City 
❑ “Stephanie Leitch: Untitled Apogee” (Feb. 22) Part of 
a series that draws inspiration from the aesthetic value 
of the local culture of Salt Lake City: church spires 
inform this installation, which explores ways to consider 
construction and gravity and the skyward thrust of the 
city’s steeples. 

Springville Museum of Art ❑ “Curiouser & Curiouser: 
The Art of James Christensen, Cassandra Barney, Emily 
McPhie & Family” (Apr. 6) Fantastical and imaginative 
images that have created a legacy of wonder through his 
children and grandchildren, a family of artists: samples 
of storytelling, faith, and playfulness combine to show-
case each family member’s approach to art making.

Virginia
Fralin Museum of Art, University of Virginia, Charlot-
tesville ❑ “Émilie Charmy” (Feb. 2) First U.S. retro-
spective of this provocative artist whose work, exhibited 
at the 1913 Armory Show, reflected some of the most 
important art movements of the early 20th century

University of Richmond Museums ❑ At the Har-
nett Museum of Art and Print Study Center: “Clare 
Leighton: From Pencil to Proof to Press” (Apr. 6) Also 
on view at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, draw-
ings, prints, posters, and books by this artist, known for 
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5 Art ____ aka Jugendstil

9 "Above the Yards" painter, Martin

10 Animals featured in the rock art collection 

at the University of Pretoria

11 Greek mythological figure who is the subject 

of a painting once thought to have been 

painted by Pieter Bruegel

13 The P in IP

17 Proceed

18 Marianne symbolizes "The Triumph of the 

_____"

20 Geological time division

22 Cut

23 Expert potters

26 The "Cellini ___" an ode to the 

Renaissance artists, created by the Marrel 

Brothers

28 One of the colors used by Claude Monet in 

"Springtime" to capture the effects of light 

and shadows on a white dress

29 Internationally acclaimed archeologist, an 

expert in mammoth hunting, based in 

Wyoming

30 Laura Woodward was an artist from this 

state

33 British artist who created "Work No. 965: 

Half the Air in a Given Space"

34 Adjective used to describe Mona Lisa's smile

37 Figure in Hieronymus Bosch's "The Garden 

of Earthly Delights"

38 "Apocalypse" series engraver

39 Painted loosely

Down

1 Sotheby's specialty

2 Portrait photographer who captured Pablo 

Picasso in 1954

3 ___ academic

4 Biblical figure portrayed in a Jan Brueghel 

the Elder painting

5 Land art uses these type of materials

6 Website symbol

7 Controversial new emphasis in museum 

presentation, aka visitor engagement

8 Letters before Abraham Lincoln

12 Operate

14 Painter of "Women in the Studio" in 1956

15 "Who touches a hair of __ gray head ...": 

Whittier

16 Artist who created the screen print 

"Sunflowers and Red Barn"

19 Suffix with ''art'' or "impression"

21 Magnificence

23 Edward Hopper's "_____ Evening" also a 

place where he lived (2 words)

24 Cellist Yo-Yo ___

25 11th century Japanese court lady who 

immortalized Prince Genji

27 The Doge's ___, which contains Tintoretto 

paintings

31 River bordering Germany

32 Enjoyed the buffet, say

35 Madame, for short

36 School in an elite league
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26 The "Cellini ___" an ode to the 

Renaissance artists, created by the Marrel 

Brothers

28 One of the colors used by Claude Monet in 

"Springtime" to capture the effects of light 

and shadows on a white dress

29 Internationally acclaimed archeologist, an 

expert in mammoth hunting, based in 

Wyoming

30 Laura Woodward was an artist from this 

state

33 British artist who created "Work No. 965: 

Half the Air in a Given Space"

34 Adjective used to describe Mona Lisa's smile

37 Figure in Hieronymus Bosch's "The Garden 

of Earthly Delights"

38 "Apocalypse" series engraver

39 Painted loosely

Down

1 Sotheby's specialty

2 Portrait photographer who captured Pablo 

Picasso in 1954

3 ___ academic

4 Biblical figure portrayed in a Jan Brueghel 

the Elder painting

5 Land art uses these type of materials

6 Website symbol

7 Controversial new emphasis in museum 

presentation, aka visitor engagement

8 Letters before Abraham Lincoln

12 Operate

14 Painter of "Women in the Studio" in 1956

15 "Who touches a hair of __ gray head ...": 

Whittier

16 Artist who created the screen print 

"Sunflowers and Red Barn"

19 Suffix with ''art'' or "impression"

21 Magnificence

23 Edward Hopper's "_____ Evening" also a 

place where he lived (2 words)

24 Cellist Yo-Yo ___

25 11th century Japanese court lady who 

immortalized Prince Genji

27 The Doge's ___, which contains Tintoretto 

paintings

31 River bordering Germany

32 Enjoyed the buffet, say

35 Madame, for short

36 School in an elite league

CROSSWORD by Myles Mellor (answers on next page)
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her role in the revival of the of British wood engraving in the Arts 
and Crafts movement. ❑ At the Lora Robins Gallery of Design 
from Nature: “The American Dream, Right? Exhibiting Soviet Jew-
ish History in Richmond” (Apr. 22) The history and stories of this 
multigenerational community, focusing on Soviet Jewish immigrants 
who left behind family, friends, language, and professional identity 
to create new lives.

Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Richmond ❑ “Hollywood Cos-
tume” (Feb. 17) Iconic costumes, never before publicly displayed, 
from The Wizard of Oz, Cleopatra, The Blues Brothers, Shakespeare 
in Love, Titanic, Moulin Rouge, and many more

Washington
Frye Art Museum, Seattle ❑ “Franz von Stuck” (Feb. 2) On the 
occasion of the 150th anniversary of his birth and the 120th anniver-
sary of his American debut, this first monographic exhibition in the 
U.S. showcases the artist’s graphic and architectural design and his 
photography, as well as his spectacular canvases that treat legendary, 
biblical, mystic, or symbolic subjects.

Jundt Art Museum, Gonzaga University, Spokane ❑ “What is Art? 
Visual and Material Culture in the Permanent Collection” (Mar. 
8) An eclectic gathering of objects from the permanent collection: 
prints, paintings, photographs, sculptures, and decorative art by 
the masters as well as unidentified, ethnic, contemporary, or lesser 
known artists.

Wisconsin
Woodson Art Museum, Wausau ❑ Through Apr. 6: “From Houdini 
to Hugo: The Art of Brian Selznick” Original paintings and draw-
ing from this children’s book author/illustrator’s 17 books; “Mys-
tery, Magic, and Mayhem: Wonders from the American Museum of 
Magic” A window into the worlds of illusion, conjuring, mentalism, 
and escape artistry.

Museum of Wisconsin Art, West Bend ❑ “Wisconsin Artists Bien-
nial” (Mar. 2) Open to all artists currently residing in Wisconsin, the 
first time at the new Museum of Wisconsin Art. ❑ “Laurel Lueders: 
Rebellion of Systems” (Jan. 26) Series of new photographs for which 
the mechanism of the camera has been used to exaggerate and ma-
nipulate settings creating abstractions that retain a sense of place. ❑ 
“Beth Lipman: Precarious Possessions” (Feb. 7-Apr. 13) Glassmaker 
shows off her Sideboard with Blue China, a single piece with historic 
references, that combines wood and glass. ❑ “Wisconsin Pastel Art-
ists” (Apr. 13) Less than 10 years in existence, this organization aims 
to educate, encourage, and connect artists in the medium.  ❑

winter VIEWS continued

Top: Pablo Picasso, Mother and Child, 1921. 
Above: Henri Matisse, Daisies, 1939. Oil on canvas. 
Both in “The Age of Picasso and Matisse,”Kimbell Art Museum, TX


